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Early Yearsy

 yhe school development plan states that our 
intent in the EYFS is to: 

 Develop speaking and listening skills in the EYFS 
and  across the school to enrich vocabulary and 
communicationy 

 Why? yhis is because we have noticed that over 
the past few years more children are arriving in 
nursery with poor language and listening skillsy We 
aim to help every child reach their full 
potential and it is imperative that a child can 
communicatey 



How are we implementing this?
Conversations

 It all begins in the nurseryy  High quality verbal 
interactions take place on a daily basisy yhis can 
take place in many different ways from simply 
encouraging the child to say yhelloy on arrival to 
narrating what they are doingy Eygy I see you put 
the blue brick on the red bricky Modelling good sentences 
back to the child can also help them to speak in better 
sentencesy 

 In Dewey Class this modelling of good sentences 
continuesy Many lessons from PSHE to Geography will 
include discussion and children are encouraged to 
speak clearly and share their ideas with their peersy 
Partner talk continues to be used throughout a childys 
time at school and children are taught the importance 
of listening and respecting othersy opinionsy



Listening
 Listening skills are encouraged with regular circle time 

activitiesy phonicsy short games and music lessonsy

 In nursery circle time happens daily and is a 
chance for  children to listen carefully whether to a 
storyy songs or Show and yelly Further up the school in 
Dewey Class there are many opportunities for 
children to listeny Music lessons encourage careful 
listening to copy rhythms and sing songsy yhis can 
help with the rhythm of speech which can sometimes 
hinder a child with apraxiay

 yhere is plenty of opportunity throughout the school to 
participate in actively listening to musicy yhis can 
be whilst changing for PyEy during a mindfulness 
momenty in assembly or in music lessonsy 



Listening

 Children in Dewey Class are regularly reminded what makes a 
good listenery Voice levels are varied and sometimes instructions 
are given very quietly to encourage careful listeningy 

 In both Nursery and Dewey listening walks are undertaken to 
ensure children are aware of environmental sounds which is an 
aspect of Level 1 phonicsy

 Phonics is also important here as it is vital a child can listen to how 
the sounds are made and is a helpful way of ensuring children 
are practising individual sounds which can aid those who may need 
help with their speechy



Reading

 Reading is a vital tool for both listening and 
communicationy

 A story is read daily in nursery and Dewey 
classy either as part of the topic or as a stand 
alone storyy yhis gives ample opportunity for 
questioning children to ensure a clear understanding 
of what has been read and to explain words with 
which the children may be unfamiliary  For 
example: in our current story we have learnt the new 
vocabulary of vendor and purchase and in phonics 
this week we learnt that ramble can mean walky 



Reading

 Reading of good quality books also continues throughout 
the schooly

 Whether through their own readingy or being read toy 
every opportunity is given for children to comment on 
stories and share their experiencesy 

 Clearlyy speaking also plays a key role in 
reading as does listeningy



Speaking

 Speaking is a vital part of communicationy Whether 
it is asking to get a drinky answering to the register or 
sharing an interesting anecdotey 

 Children are encouraged to speak as soon as they 
arrive at schooly Even two year oldsy We begin 
simply with trying to get them to say hello and 
encouraging the use of please and thank youy Of 
course some children take longer to speak than others 
and children are not forced to speaky

 It is important that children are given time to speak 
at a young age as some children need time to 
process what has been asked of themy As they move 
further up the school it is hoped conversations become 
less stilted as children can process what has been 
asked of them more quicklyy 



Speaking

 Speaking is encouraged not only in everyday 
activities but also through the use of dramay 
Performances take place three times a year for 
all children and four for Fowey Classy Even the 
nursery children stand before an audience and 
singy Something some of you would maybe be 
reluctant to doy 



Conclusiony

 Speaking and listening skills are a thread that runs 
through everybodyys lifey y ensuring a good start 
to a childys ability to listen and speak it is hoped 
that this prepares them for lifey It also ensures a 
great start to their ability to communicate and 
ensures no child is disadvantagedy 


